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A YEAR IN  
OBJECTS
Objects in my life over the past year of 
the pandemic. Mostly some recent and 
significant materials I use in my artwork, 
as well as one of the first sculptures I had 
made in the time being that broke. The old 
and the new within a year, and personal 




A painted collage of me in my artistic zone.  
oil, acrylic, colored pencil on canvas panel,  
16” x 20”, 2021
L AURYN SUGAI
VALLEY
As a child I would visit my grandparents, passing a sunny and 
continuous landscape on the drive to their home. Being older, I now 
recall these scenes with a sense of nostalgia, associating aspects of the 
natural world with memories of my childhood and of being with them. 
Within this piece, and throughout my work, I explore the relationships 
between the physical landscape, memory, and ancestry.
